
INT EROFFICE MEM ORANDUM

TO: BURST GROUP

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: 9 DECEMBER 2002 MINUTES

DATE: 12/9/02

In attendance

• MIT: Cadonati, Chatterji, Ballmer, Katsavounidis, Shoemaker
• AEI-Golm: Mukherjee
• Cardiff: Balasubramanian, Sathyaprakash
• Caltech: Drever, Sylvestre, Weinstein, Zweizig
• Oregon: Leonor
• Penn State: Ashley, Finn, McNabb, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton
• LSU: Daw
• LLO: Yakushin
• LHO: Ito, Raab, Rahkola, Schofield

1. Announcements:
a. Tuesday 4:00 PM EST conference call on upper limit ranking principles.

Please see notes on burst notebook and in DCC
b. Call for meeting to discuss simulation activity future needs and plans.
c. Burst group repository open for business. People needing access please

send me e-mail and I will arrange for accounts. You will need Kerberos
and CVS to access the repository.

2. Feedback and discussion on burst group report
a. Zweizig: width of the time-cut for coincidence. Half-second too long, both

for timing resolution of detector, filter latency. These things can and
should be handled much better than they are. Non-trivial problem. Think
it an embarrassment that our timing cut is so fat.

b. Zweizig: Currently only doing coincidences on “Apples and Apples,
Oranges and Oranges”. This shouldn’t be. Need a single upper limit.
Group all together and do a single efficiency, false estimate.

c. Raab: Sensitivity discussion is missing discussion of where we are vs.
where we said we would be. I.e., in proposals we said we would get to 11
sigma; however, we are several times away from that, at least apparently.
We need to resolve the difference: are we needlessly inefficient in anlysis?
Is there a different problem we need to address.

d. Shoemaker: there is still some information that needs to be pinned-down
in order to understand this, both about analysis and about hardware.  We
do need to resolve this issue.

3. Progress report on documentation and version control of burst group analysis
software.
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a. Ballmer, Cadonati: Started use. ETG section now holds scripts that run
ETGs and put the data in the database. Also summary file with job list.
Rest of documentation and event tool macros, etc, in macro. Started
assembling  DTG scripts. Unsure where to put them. Need to insure that
GDS tagged distributions and not head at moment of time are used on
reference systems.

b. Marka, Rahkola: Planning on putting stuff for triggered search in place.
Not yet done.

c. Weinstein: Organizing in preparation for ingestion into repository. Needs
to be in collaboration with Laura. Discuss with Laura need for log files: at
what point do we save log files? Also, hardware injection files: both what
we used to generate and log files themselves. Also testing and
developing. Response and whitening filters. Simulation waveforms: esp.
Z-M.

4. Progress report on triggered analysis
a. Group getting together this week. Nothing more to report.

5. Progress report on GEO analysis
a. Update report circulated immediately before telecon. Triggers from

search pipeline being validated. Mohanty and Kats are discussing. Some
problems with applying veto to search pipeline. Modified scheme is
working. In parallel to pipeline GEO++ has own implementation of
TFCLUSTERS. Events can be vetoed from this as well. Should be able to
come-up with vetoed list of events from pipeline in next few days.

b. GEO++ TFCLUSTERS is very similar to Sylvestre code. Few differences
discussed in report. Checking against injected eventws now.

c. Some codes are not LAL/LDAS but standalone. Most important is
reproducibility at any future time: so, need repository. Don’t want code
that has no echo in LAL, but this can come later.

6. Progress report on triggered analysis re-run
a. Re-run TFCLUSTER and SLOPE over S1 triple coincidence. In notebook

in e-logs the user tags. All TFClusters in database; almost all SLOPE is in
database. One problem: metadataAPI doesn’t handle more then 10K
rows/job. Some segments had over 250K rows in slope. Took out high
rate segments. These are not in database. These are also vetoed by epoch
veto.

b. Veto problem: running on RDS,
7. Any other business?

a. Send e-mail to Sam if in attendance.
8. Adjourn


